Wearing uniforms has been a method of the Scouting movement from the beginning. Decades of experience show uniforming to have many benefits, including these:

**Equality** - The uniform represents a democratic ideal of equality. Scouts from various cultures and different economic levels wear the same uniform and cooperate as equals.

**Commitment** - Wearing a uniform is a constant reminder to each Scout of his commitment to the ideals and purposes of Scouting: Duty to God, Loyalty to Country, and Helpfulness to Others.

**Identification** - The uniform identifies a boy as a member of the Scouts. Badges on the uniform tell other members that he belongs to their den, pack, and council. The uniform itself identifies a good citizen to the entire community.

**Achievement** - The uniform displays badges and other awards so the accomplishments of each Scout can be immediately recognized.

For these reasons, among others, all parents should emphasize to their Scouts the importance of wearing the correct and complete uniform on all suitable occasions.
To Order: 701-499-0699 or visit our shop
Our staff will assist you with the uniform, sizing, and sewing.
Camping ♠ Crafts ♠ Pinewood Derby ♠ Gifts
♠ Literature ♠ Activity Shirts ♠ Recognition ♠
Awards ♠ Science Kits ♠ Tents ♠ Backpacks

Offer Available from 8/17—10/10/2020
*Must be purchased together
and not valid on previous purchased

For the latest news from the Scout Shop go to our Facebook page!